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Patterned thin-films of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) can be used to make: surfaces for manipualting and sorting cells,
sensors, 2D spin-ices and high-density data storage devices. Conventional manufacture of patterned magnetic thin-films is
not environmentally friendly because it uses high temperatures (hundreds of degrees Celcius) and high vacuum, which
requires expensive specialised equipment. To tackle these issues, we have taken inspiration from nature to create
environmentally friendly patterns of ferromagnetic CoPt using a biotemplating peptide under mild conditions and simple
aparatus. Nano-patterning via interference lithography (IL) and micro-patterning using micro-contact printing (μCP) were
used to create a peptide resistant mask onto a gold surface under ambient conditions. We redesigned a biotemplating
peptide (CGSGKTHEIHSPLLHK) to self-assemble onto gold surfaces, and mineralised the patterns with CoPt at 18˚C in water.
Ferromagnetic CoPt is biotemplated by the immobilised peptides, and the patterned MNPs maintain stable magnetic
domains. This bioinspired study offers an ecological route towards developing biotemplated magnetic thin-films for use in
applications
such
as
sensing,
cell
manipulation
and
data
storage.
10

Introduction
Micro- and nano-patterned thin-films of magnetic materials
are used in a wide range of devices. Patterns of low coercivity
‘soft’ magnetic thin-films are used for sorting and manipulating
cells and magnetic beads,1,2 in sensors,3,4 and in studying 2D
spin-ices;5,6 whilst high coercivity ‘hard’ magnetic thin-films are
used in data storage media.7 CoPt is magnetically soft in its
disordered A1 phase, but L10 ordered CoPt is magnetically
hard and can form films with extremely high out-of-plane
magnetic anisotropy8–10 in grains with a diameter of ≈5 nm.11
Therefore, these alloys are ideal candidates for use in a range
of applications, with the L10 phase particularly suited for use in
high-density data recording.8–10 Nano-patterning of magnetic
thin-films can be used to create bit-patterned media (BPM),12
which offers an ultra high-density data storage solution.
Conventional synthesis of patterned thin-films of magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) requires high temperatures (≈500°C),
high vacuum sputtering and advanced patterning equipment.8–

These techniques are energy and resource intensive, and
therefore expensive. As such, we have taken inspiration from
nature to develop alterative fabrication routes that do not
require such high cost, energy intensive manufacturing
processes to create micro- and nano-patterned magnetic
thin-films.
Biomineralisation proteins control the crystallisation and
assembly of a range of minerals using mild, aqueous
13–16
17
chemistry.
These include calcium carbonate shells,
18
19,20
hydroxyapatite teeth, silica sponges and diatoms,
and
21–23
magnetite in magnetotactic bacteria.
These biominerals
24
often have improved properties such as; tough calcite
25
26
shells,
light guiding silica,
or an enhanced magnetic
27
moment in magnetite. Magnetite can be biotemplated onto
28,29
30–33
a surface,
and can be patterned on surfaces,
but its
coercivity is low. The coercivity of biotemplated magnetite can
34,35
be increased by the addition of cobalt,
but this increase is
still too small for high-density data storage applications.
Furthermore, these particles are too large for use in sensing or
other
magnetic
thin-film
applications.
Fortunately,
technologically relevant materials have been biotemplated by
15,16,36–40
41
peptides,
and include: platinum,
L10 platinum
36,38,42,43
44,45
46
alloys,
gold,
silver, and semi-conductor quantum
38,47
dots.
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We have recently shown that a biotemplating peptide is able
to control the formation of L10 CoPt MNPs onto a silicon
43
substrate, but it was not possible to pattern this system
48
well.
We previously reported patterned biotemplated
30–33
35
magnetite
and cobalt doped magnetite on Au surfaces
32,49
using interference lithography (IL)
and micro-contact
50–52
printing (μCP,
Fig. 1). We used self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) of an oligoethylene glycol functionalised alkanethiol to
define polyethylene glycol (PEG) regions that resist the binding
of proteins and peptides. In this paper, we have adapted these
methods to pattern biotemplated CoPt for the first time. We
42
have engineered a L10 CoPt biotemplating peptide sequence
for attachment to a gold surface. Cysteine (C) was added to a
flexible linker (GSG) at the N-terminus of the CoPt biotemplating
peptide (KTHEIHSPLLHK) to create a cysteine tagged CoPt
biotemplating peptide (cys_CoPt, C-GSG-KTHEIHSPLLHK). The
cys_CoPt peptide binds to the bare gold areas on the IL and
μCP patterned surfaces via the sulfur in cysteine. This creates
areas that selectively resist or promote the biomineralisation
of CoPt in defined patterns on a surface (Fig. 1). Our patterning
strategy offers excellent control over the positioning of a layer
of tightly packed monodispersed MNPs, and offers promise for
developing this as an environmentally friendly route to
produce biotemplated magnetic thin-films. Such patterned
magnetic thin-films can be used for sensing or cell sorting (low
coercivity), or in high-density data storage in BPM (high
coercivity).

Results and discussion
Nanoparticle patterns are biotemplated under mild conditions

Nano-patterning using interference lithography (IL). We used
49
IL to form nano-patterns of biotemplated CoPt MNPs for the
first time. We first formed homogenous PEG SAMs, and
exposed them in the interferometer. In the regions where the
SAM was exposed to a maximum in the interferogram, the
adsorbed alkanethiols were removed to reveal bare gold
32
regions at ambient conditions, as detailed by Bird et al. We
backfilled the bare gold nano-lines with the cys_CoPt peptide
before biomineralisation with CoPt. Fig. 2a-c shows the
biomineralised nano-lines that extend over the sample surface
2
(≈1 cm ). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
show excellent contrast between the areas functionalised with
the PEG (average width of a line (AW) is 109 ± 13 nm) and the
areas biomineralised by the cys_CoPt peptide. The PEG SAM
areas are free of particles, whereas the areas functionalised
with cys_CoPt (AW is 226 ± 20 nm) are covered in a densely
packed thin-film of MNPs. This demonstrates that the
cys_CoPt peptide is capable of patterning biotemplated MNPs
on the nano-scale, which is ideal for the development of
biotemplated nano-sensors or BPM.
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Micro-patterning using micro-contact printing (μCP). Fig. 2d-f,
S2 & S3 show micro-patterned lines and squares of
biotemplated nanoparticles formed using μCP SAMs. The
biotemplated areas have a high density of nanoparticles
formed onto the surface (Fig. 2f). The μCP line width is
consistent across the patterned surface, with the PEG (AW is
6.1 ± 0.4 μm) separating the biotemplated MNPs (AW is
8.1 ± 0.3 μm). There are some larger composite particles on
top of this biotemplated area, but the majority of the material
is a uniform monolayer of biotemplated particles. Such
micro-scale patterns of magnetic thin-films are of an ideal size
for use in cell sorting and manipulation. This SAM-cys_CoPt
peptide system on gold has significantly improved contrast
when compared to patterning biotemplated MNPs on silicon.48
The CoPt surface biomineralisation system presented here is
highly adaptable. The ability to consistently pattern a thin-film
of the biotemplated MNPs across the micro- and nano-scales
offers scope for their development for use in a wide range of
magnetic sensing, sorting and recording applications.
Optimising mineralisation of CoPt on patterned surfaces. We
previously reported that a molar excess of Co2+ to Pt2+ (3:1) in
the mineralisation solution is necessary to achieve the desired
1:1 ratio of Co:Pt in the biotemplated metallic MNPs.43,48 Here
we find that control of the metallisation temperature is
essential to ensuring that MNPs are formed by the cys_CoPt
peptide. Mineralising at 18°C allowed the biotemplating
peptide to consistently form uniform MNPs on the substrates.
Fig. S4 shows a surface biomineralised at 35°C, where the
biotemplating peptide forms an inconsistent layer of nonparticulate material. At temperatures between these values,
inconsistent non-continuous films are formed by the
immobilised biotemplating peptide. Thus all mineralisation
was optimised at 18°C to form a monolayer of MNPs.

Table 1. Summary of grainsize and shape analysis data for surface biotemplated
particles, and controls of bulk precipitated non-biotemplated, peptide biotemplated
and cysteine tagged peptide biotemplated MNPs. About 400 particles were measured
in Image J55 for each sample. Grainsize is the peak of a Gaussian distribution fitted to
the measured data, and the error is the full width at half maximum of this curve. The
aspect ratio is the shortest axis divided by the longest axis (/ ), and the
error is one standard deviation of the data.

Sample name
bulk
CoPt peptide
cys_CoPt peptide
Surface cys_CoPt peptide

grainsiz
e (nm)
3
5
2
12

error ±
(nm)
3
3
2
4

aspect
ratio
0.83
0.86
0.80
0.87

error
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.09

Control particles were formed from a bulk solution with no
-1
biotemplate (bulk), and in the presence of 10 μg mL of the
cys-tagged peptide (cys_CoPt peptide, CGSGKTHEIHSPLLHK) and a
non-cys-tagged version (CoPt peptide, GSGKTHEIHSPLLHK). Bulk
precipitated particles have a broad size distribution (3 ± 3 nm)
and are slightly more elongated than the surface templated
MNPs (AR 0.83 ± 0.12, Fig. 3). The bulk particles agglomerate
into clumps, and this self-assembly is probably driven by their
56
broad grainsize distribution. The cys_CoPt peptide formed
the smallest (2 ± 2 nm) and most elongated (0.80 ± 0.12)

CoPt MNPs are biotemplated on patterned surfaces
Surface biotemplated particle size and shape ideal for single
domain L10 CoPt. Biotemplated surfaces were imaged using
SEM, and analysed to determine grainsize and shape
distributions (Fig. 3 and Table 1). The surface biotemplated
MNPs have a suitable size (i.e. single domain, which is
between 511,53 and 100 nm54 for L10 CoPt) and narrow
dispersity (12 ± 4 nm). We speculate that the close packing of a
CoPt biotemplating peptide onto a surface helps to
biotemplate uniformly sized MNPs during metallisation.38,43
The cys_CoPt peptide (16 amino acids) is smaller than the
silicon binding dual affinity peptide (DAP) used previously43,48
(27 amino acids). This means that the cys_CoPt peptide should
be able to pack more closely on a surface than the DAP. This
higher surface density of peptide could enhance the
templating of MNPs (12 ± 4 nm) when compared to
43
DAP-templated
particles
(17 ± 9 nm).
The
surface
biotemplated particles are also the most equidimensional of all
the samples analysed (aspect ratio (AR) 0.87 ± 0.09, see
Table 1).

particles. The CoPt peptide biotemplated slightly larger
particles with a narrower distribution (5 ± 3 nm) and a more
equidimensional shape (AR 0.86 ± 0.09). Cysteine is known to
57,58
biotemplate metallic nanoparticles,
so the addition of this
one amino acid would be expected to alter the biotemplating
action of the CoPt peptide when the cysteine is exposed and
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free in solution. All the bulk precipitated particles were smaller
11
than the superparamagnetic grainsize limit (i.e. ≈5 nm) for
L10 CoPt, and have a broader grainsize distribution than those
biotemplated by the cys_CoPt immobilised on the gold
surface. This clearly demonstrates that the immobilisation of
the cys_CoPt biotemplating peptide onto a substrate enhances
its ability to control the formation of more uniform, single
domain sized MNPs when compared to the peptide in a bulk
solution.
Elemental composition shows MNPs contain Co and Pt.
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis was used to probe the
elemental composition of the MNPs biotemplated onto the
surface (Fig. 4) and the powder controls (Fig. S5). The EDX
maps in Fig. 4d show that platinum is co-localised onto the line
patterns within the biotemplated particles. The spectrum from
the biotemplated surface shows a peak at 0.78 keV from
Co Lα, and a shoulder on the Au Lα peak at 9.41 keV, which we
assign to Pt Lα (Fig. 4e). Due to the overlap of the Au Lα and
Pt Lα peaks, it was impossible to quantify the ratio of Co:Pt, as

the

abundance of Pt is overestimated by the fitting (≈5:7 Co:Pt). In
43
our previous work using this biotemplating CoPt sequence on
a silicon surface, EDX showed a 1:1 ratio of Co:Pt in the surface
biotemplated MNPs using these reaction conditions. Therefore
it is likely that stoichiometric CoPt rather than CoPt3 is
biotemplated by the cys_CoPt peptide on the surface.
The spectra show the expected peaks that are due to the glass
substrate (Kα lines for Si, O, Na, Mg, Cl, and Ca), the deposited
metal film (Au Mα, Mγ, Lα and Lβ; and Cr Kα), and from
adsorbed organics (Kα lines for C, N and O). The EDX spectra of
the powder controls (Fig. S5), show contributions from the
nanoparticles (Co Lα, Co Kα, Co Kβ, Pt Mα, Pt Mγ, Pt Lα and
Pt Lβ) and the TEM grid (Cu, Si, O and C) as expected. This
demonstrates that the biotemplating cys_CoPt peptide is able
to biotemplate particles containing Co and Pt onto the
patterned surfaces.
Crystallography indicates some L10 ordering. The crystallinity
of the biotemplated surfaces and the powder controls were
probed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Fig. 4f & S6 and Table S1)
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) (Fig. S7 and
Table S2). The biotemplated surface has peaks at 2θ=23.99°,
40.79° and 47.51°, which correspond most closely to the CoPt
L10 (001), (101) and (110) planes respectively (Table S1). This is
a much closer match than to the CoPt3 (100), (110) and (111)
planes, which are not as close to the measured values. Also,
the EDX data (which overestimates the amount of Pt present)
shows a ratio of ≈5:7 Co:Pt. This is much closer to the value
required for CoPt (1:1) than for CoPt3 (1:3). Thus we have
tentatively assigned these peaks as L10 CoPt. A gold coated
glass substrate shows a broad XRD peak between 2θ≈20°-30°,
which we attribute to the silica glass slide, and peaks at
2θ=38.30°, 44.56°, 64.78°, 77.77° and 81.82°, which are
assigned as the FCC Au (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222)
reflections respectively. If present, the low coercivity A1 phase
of CoPt would show (111), (200) and (220) peaks,9 which are
not observed in our surface biotemplated CoPt. High
temperature annealing (650˚C) of sputtered CoPt is needed to
create the long-range order necessary to achieve high
coercivity L10 CoPt thin-films with c-axis aligned out-of-plane.
This would be indicated by the presence of (001) and (100)
peaks, splitting of the (200) peak to reveal the (220) plane,9,59
and the absence of the A1 CoPt (111) peak.8
The surface biotemplated MNPs show the (001), (101) and
(110) planes, and lack a CoPt A1 (111) peak, which indicates
that they have some L10 features. It is possible that the action
of the surface immobilised peptide is able to direct the
crystallisation of stoichiometric CoPt by lowering the activation
energy of the formation of this phase. It is probable that the
MNPs are orientated randomly (i.e. there is a lack of longrange L10 ordering).60 This may be why we observe different
L10 CoPt planes (i.e. (001), (101) and (110)) to those seen in
the c-axis aligned annealed samples (i.e. (001), (110), (200) and
(220)).8,9 If a biotemplating peptide was able to order the
MNPs in a particular crystallographic orientation, it would offer
tremendous promise for finding conditions that are able to
achieve out-of-plane c-axis alignment of biotemplated L10
CoPt.
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SAED (Fig. S7 and Table S2), showed no L10 structure for any of
the bulk templated particles. XRD on these bulk templated
particles (Fig. S6 and Table S1) show peaks at 2θ≈40.6°, 47.1°
and 69.0°, which correspond to the (111), (200) and (220)
planes of CoPt3. This highlights how attachment of the
cys_CoPt to a gold surface significantly improves the formation
of stoichiometric CoPt over other phases for these reaction
conditions. These diffraction data demonstrate that the
surface bound cys_CoPt is able to template the formation of
stoichiometric CoPt from aqueous solution at 18˚C, but is not
able to order the c-axis out-of-plane.
Magnetic studies of surface biotemplated CoPt
Whole
sample
magnetic
measurements
show
ferromagnetism. The magnetic response of surface
biotemplated MNP films was measured using vibrating sample
magnetometry (VSM) (Fig. S8) and magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) magnetometry (Fig. S9). Both VSM and MOKE
measurements show a ferromagnetic hysteresis at room
temperature with a coercivity of 20-30 Oe, whether measured
in-plane or out-of-plane. High coercivity of L10 CoPt is achieved
by c-axis alignment perpendicular to the surface8,9. Therefore,
our biotemplated films must lack this alignment, so have low
coercivity. We also observe no increase in coercivity for
surfaces biomineralised with CoPt in the presence of a 0.2 T DC
field, whether applied perpendicularly or parallel to the
surface (Fig. S10 & S11, and Supplementary Discussion), and
MOKE measurements on these samples showed no
improvement in coercivity. A lack of long-range L10 ordering

may also be why we observe the (101) and (110) L10 CoPt
reflections in the biotemplated films, rather than the (001),
9
(100), (200), and (220) peaks seen in annealed thin-films.
Nano-scale magnetism probed using MFM. Magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) of the patterned biotemplated MNPs
(Fig. 5, & S12 to S19) reveal that the patterned areas protected
by the PEG to resist MNP biotemplating do not show any
magnetic interactions between the tip and the surface as
expected. Magnetic interactions between the magnetised tip
and the MNPs on the nano-patterned surfaces are mainly
repulsive (Fig. 5a & b and S12). This is likely to be due to the
MNPs on the surfaces being magnetised in the same direction
as the probe, thus they repel the tip. Despite using lift heights
above the height of the MNP topography, it is difficult to
discount that interactions of the topography with the
magnetised tip may also be responsible for the phase contrast
in the nano-patterned samples. Thus, we also studied the
magnetism of the micro-patterned surfaces, where the pattern
scale is much larger than the MNP size.
On the μCP patterns, the closely packed MNPs appear to
combine into a complex magnetic domain structures. These
domains appear to be aligned preferentially in the same
direction as the micro-patterned lines when observed over a
range of length scales (Fig. 5c & d and S13) and they remain in
the same place when the scan size was reduced and/or the
direction was rotated (Fig. S14-S17). The presence of stable
domains when the scan size and direction is altered indicates
that this phase contrast is independent of the surface
topography, i.e. the phase contrast is due to magnetic and not
other physical interactions between the magnetised tip and
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the surface.
These domains indicate that the magnetic alignment of the
particles is stable at room temperature, which is promising for
their use in spin-ice, sensing, cell sorting, cell manipulation and
data storage applications. Multi-particle magnetic domains
that align with the macroscopic shape of an assembly of MNPs
30,31
has been observed previously using MFM,
and in Fresnel61
Lorentz microscopy and electron holography. The size and
shape of these domains are likely to be strongly dependent on
62
the packing of MNPs within the film , i.e. the domain
alignment may be due to demagnetising effects resulting from
the patterning. In the absence of any patterning, the surface
biotemplated MNPs exhibited domain patterns with no
preferred directionality (Fig. S18 & S19) but with larger
domains than on the micro-patterned MNP films. There is no
evidence of multi-particle zones of magnetic attraction or
repulsion from nano-patterned surfaces. This may be due to
the shape anisotropy of the IL nano-patterned lines enhancing
the alignment of the biotemplated MNPs when compared to
the μCP patterns.

Conclusions and future outlook
We have demonstrated that peptides can be used to
biotemplate a technologically relevant magnetic material onto
nano- and micro-patterned surfaces. Our biotemplating
cys_CoPt peptide has excellent control over particle size to
form a consistent magnetic thin-film, and our surface
biotemplated CoPt MNPs are above the superparamagnetic
limit for the L10 phase. The coercivity of the biotemplated
particles is too low for recording. However, these patterned
magnetic soft thin-films have extensive applicability for sorting
1,2
3,4
and manipulating cells and magnetic beads, in sensors,
5,6
and in studying 2D spin-ices. Sputtered L10 platinum alloys
8,10
show extremely high coercivity,
which is due to
out-of-plane c-axis alignment of the MNPs. Therefore, further
work is required to perpendicularly align the c-axis to increase
the coercivity of these biotemplated MNPs if we are to
develop biotemplated BPM. Previously, annealing was shown
to improve the coercivity of biotemplated Pt alloy
36,38,42,63
MNPs.
However, annealing can lead to agglomeration,
which could adversely affect the magnetic properties of the
biotemplated films. Also, we believe that annealing the
biotemplated samples would be counter-productive, as adding
high temperature processing steps removes the advantages
afforded by using biotemplating; such as low cost, low
temperature and low energy processing. Therefore, we
propose a number of potential improvements to be explored
in the future development of biotemplated L10 CoPt.
We have used a short, cysteine tagged biotemplating peptide
43
sequence (CGSGKTHEIHSPLLHK). In previous work,
our DAP
peptide, which is the CoPt biotemplating sequence appended
to a silicon binding motif ‘spacer’, biotemplated larger
particles under similar biomineralisation conditions. Therefore,
it is likely that adding a longer spacer between the cysteine
and the CoPt biotemplating sequence would also biomineralise
larger MNPs. Equally, adding repeats of the biomineralisation

sequence could create smaller biotemplated MNPs by more
closely packing the CoPt peptide onto the surface. Thus, it may
be possible to control the grainsize of the biotemplated MNPs
by altering the spacer length and the number of
biomineralisation motif repeats. However, as the cys_CoPt
peptide was unable to align the c-axis of the biotemplated
MNPs to create the high coercivity necessary for data storage,
we feel that this would be more important to address in the
immediate future.
Neither a perpendicular nor parallel DC field of 0.2 T was able
to align the CoPt MNPs during mineralisation. Increasing the
field strength and / or using an alternating field could
introduce the desired alignment of L10 CoPt. There are
biotemplating peptides that interact with specific mineral
41,64–67
facets to effect nanoparticle shape control.
Thus, it
should also be possible to modify or develop a biotemplating
peptide to form out-of-plane c-axis aligned L10 CoPt. However,
the interaction between biotemplating peptides and specific
crystal facets is currently poorly understood, even for simple
41,64–67
monometallic systems.
Therefore, designing a
biotemplating peptide for the more complex bimetallic L10
CoPt phase, with a c-axis alignment in a specific orientation, is
an ambitious future project. The biomineralisation and
patterning methodology presented here could be adapted to
both immobilise and pattern such a biotemplating sequence to
produce crystallographically aligned biotemplated BPM in the
future.
In this work, we have combined top-down soft- and photolithographic patterning with bottom up self-assembly of
biotemplating molecules to create nano- and micro-scale
patterns of MNPs in an environmentally benign manner. As
such, we have demonstrated the adaptability of our process
towards the production of patterns across a range of length
scales, and with a variety of morphologies. Most pleasingly, no
high temperature or other energy intensive processing is
needed to create these biotemplated arrays of CoPt, making
this a truly environmentally friendly method of manufacturing
magnetic thin-films that could be used in applications.
There is an unimaginable myriad of biological molecules and
systems that could be adapted and combined to make
14,16
industrially and technologically relevant materials.
Current
research has demonstrated that biomimetic and biokleptic
68
materials can be used to build photovoltaics, electronic
69
26
70
circuits,
fibre optics,
optical displays,
and magnetic
43
thin-films (this work and Galloway et al.).
Our
biomineralisation nano- and micro-patterning strategies
presented here could be extended and adapted to create
patterns of these other useful biotemplated materials to build
such components. These individual components could then be
combined to produce bioinspired versions of everyday
consumer devices such as smartphones or laptops. Our work
on developing patterned biotemplated magnetic thin-films is
an important step in enabling us to manufacture such
bioinspired devices in the future.
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Extended experimental methods are available in the ESI.
Sample preparation
Nano-patterning using interference lithography (IL). A SAM
was formed on clean gold surfaces by immersion in an
alkanethiol
solution
(1 mM
11-mercaptoundecyl
tetra(ethylene)glycol (PEG) in ethanol) for 24 hours. SAM
nano-patterning was performed using a Coherent Innova 300C
FreD frequency doubled argon ion laser beam (λ≈244 nm,
49
maximum power 100 mW) in a Lloyd’s mirror arrangement.
2
The laser beam was expanded to illuminate area of ≈1 cm ,
and was directed towards the surface at a fixed angle of 2θ to
-2
the mirror. The SAMs were exposed to a dose of 20-40 J cm ,
resulting in spatially defined nano-scale photo-oxidation of the
SAM on the gold surface.
Micro-contact printing (μCP). Patterned silicon masters were
cleaned with propanol and dried with N2. Poly dimethyl
siloxane (PDMS, Sylguard 184 base with w/w 10 % curing
agent) was poured on, and the bubbles removed under
vacuum. The PDMS was cured (16 hours, 60°C) before the
stamps were cut out and soaked in ethanol (16 hours). Stamps
were dried with N2 and inked with 5 mM PEG in ethanol for 4
minutes. Stamps were dried under N2 prior to micro-contact
printing (μCP) onto clean gold films by conformal contact for
4 minutes.
Peptide functionalisation of a surface. A clean gold surface
(unpatterned), a micro-contact printed surface (μCP,) or an
interference lithographically patterned surface (IL) was
-1
immersed in a solution of 20 μg mL of the cys_CoPt peptide
(CGSGKTHEIHSPLLHK, Genscript, > 95% purity) in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS from Invitrogen: 10 mM sodium
phosphate, 2.68 mM KCl, 140 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). After 1 hour,
the substrates were rinsed in water and placed into a
mineralisation vessel.
2+
Biotemplated mineralisation. Solutions of cobalt sulfate (Co ,
30 mM CoSO4·7H2O, 126.5 mg in 15 mL) and sodium
2+
tetrachloroplatinate (Pt , 10 mM Na2PtCl4, 57.4 mg in 15 mL)
salts were prepared in deoxygenated MilliQ water (vacuum
degassed for >1 hour and sparged with N2 gas for >1 hour).
2+
2+
2.5 mL Co and 2.5 mL Pt were added to the peptide
patterned gold substrate and incubated at 18°C. For the bulk
-1
peptide control, 100 μL of a 1 mg mL peptide solution
-1
(10 μg mL in the 10 mL reaction) in PBS was added in place of
the peptide patterned substrate. N2 was flowed through the
solutions for the duration of the mineralisation. Sodium
borohydride (25 mM, NaBH4, 28.5 mg in 30 mL) was then
prepared in deoxygenated water. After 5 minutes, 5.0 mL of
NaBH4 was injected into the reaction vessel. Surfaces were
removed after ≈45 minutes, and rinsed 3-5 times in
deoxygenated water and dried with N2.

Instruments AZtecEnergy EDX system at 15 keV. A Phillips
CM200(FEG)TEM (transmission electron microscope) was used
to image bulk precipitated samples on carbon coated copper
grids at 200 keV, using the digital micrograph software. EDX
spectra were recorded using an Oxford Instruments INCA EDX
55
system and Gatan Imaging Filter. ImageJ was used to record
the line pattern widths and the length and width of the MNPs.
X-ray diffraction (XRD). A Brucker-AXS D8 series2
diffractometer set to a Bragg Brentano Parafocussing
Geometry was used to record diffraction spectra. X-rays were
generated using a Cu-Kα source at 40 kV at room temperature.
Monochromated X-rays were passed through a 2 mm exit slit
and an automatic divergence slit of 0.2°. Diffraction intensity
was collected at 2θ between 2° and 80° on a Braun position
sensitive detector (0.02° and 6.0 seconds per step). These data
were processed using AXS Commander and EVA software.
Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). Hysteresis loops were
measured with a field applied perpendicular and parallel to the
surface with a Microsense Model 10 vector VSM, using an
applied field of -5 to 5 kOe at 295 K.
Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Measurements were
taken in the polar and longitudinal geometries. A HeNe laser
(λ=633 nm) was directed through a polariser onto the sample
at an incident angle of 0° (polar) or ≈30° (longitudinal) from
the surface normal. A magnetic field of up to 6 kOe was
applied out-of-plane (polar) or at any angle in the plane
(longitudinal).
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM). Force microscopy plots
were recorded using MFM tips (Cr/Co coated MESP probes,
Brucker). Tips were magnetised then mounted onto the
piezohead of a Multimode Nanoscope III. The surface
topography was recorded in tapping mode. This height trace
was then followed at a lift height above the height of the
particles (30-50 nm). These MFM data were processed using
71
WSxM
and Nanoscope Analysis v1.50, and 3D plots
generated in ‘R’ using the rgl package (script available at:
https://github.com/jonbramble/MFMPlot).
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